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Striped Leg Warmers
Great leg warmers look really cute and fun while adding more warmth to the lower legs and 
ankles. Easy change of color with horizontal stripes.  

Knitting Loom: All-n-One Loom, or 28” Knit-
ting Board + extenders

Stitch:  Ribbing  

Yarn: Brown Sheep Lambs Pride Wool 
Teal blue (1) skein, Olive green (1) skein, Bright 
orange (1/2) skein.  

Notions: Knit hook, crochet hook, large sew-
ing needle 

Size:  Finished length=25”, Calf 
measurement=aprox 16”

Gauge: 2.5 sts=1”

Instructions: (Knit 2)

Cast On 32 stitches in Olive Green.

The entire leg warmer is knit in Rib Stitch with changes of colors for the stripes.  When you are ready to 
change color yarn, tie the next color on at beginning of new row.  Cut the color that was last used with a 2-3” 
tail.  Lay the tails between the 2 rows of needles.  Start next row with new color. 
Olive Green: (8) rows
Teal: (6) rows
Orange: (3) rows
Green: (6) rows
Teal: (8) rows
Green: (2) rows
Teal: (6) rows
Orange: (3) rows
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Green: (6) rows
Teal-(4) rows
Green: (4) rows
Teal: (6) rows
Orange:(5)
Teal: (6) rows
Green: (8) rows  
Total of 81 Rows

Bind off of loom.  Bind Off at anchor yarn.

Knit 2nd leg warmer same as above.

Sew with invisible stitch along long seam in one color 
yarn.  The stitching yarn will not show thru with this 
method.

Your leg warmers are complete.

Optional Design:  Start by casting on only 28 stitches 
for a narrow piece. Set the piece aside.  Knit a separate 
piece in orange by casting on 4 stitches.  Knit for the 
entire length of leg warmer or 81 rows in rib stitch.  Sew this vertical bright stripe into the seam of the knitted 
piece with invisible stitch.  Your leg warmer is still 81 rows long and 32 stitches wide. If longer warmers are 
desired, increase the amount of rows that are knitted.


